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ROBIN HOOD Prince Of Thieves
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TRUMPET 1

Dramatically “Main Title - Prince Of Thieves”

Written by MICHAEL KAMEN
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Dramatically "Main Title - Prince Of Thieves"

Written by MICHAEL KAMEN
Arranged by PAUL LAVENDER

G to Ab, Eb to Db

Low G to F, Bb to A

Low F to G, Eb to F

"Use 20" Timpani or 12" Roto-Tom. If unavailable, play 8vb."
MALLETT PERCUSSION:

Gently "Maid Marian"
Vibes

Bells *102*
glass.

With Intensity *118* "Main Title - Prince Of Thieves"
Chimes >

Xylophone >

Foot (Prince of Thieves) - 2